By the intelligence of SmartComm Gateway in searching data from base and sending
SMS automatically to inform message such as insurance policy paid warning, or on due
payment for services charged, your significant messages can quickly, easily be delivered to
receivers, just click!.
Moreover, it helps you on time saving, and operating expense control by automatic work
mechanism which supports your requirement to inform message on proper time.

Smart Comm Gateway Working system
Just you link SmartComm gateway to your database, then design format you need, when
the time of setting terms shows up, system of SmartComm Gateway will search for data from
your database and send informed message automatically under your setting terms.

Easy to Integration & Deployment
SmartComm Gateway has been designed to
easily connect to general data on system, you just
prepare some information needed to use readily,
SmartComm Gateway system will automatically
manage your work
Data Validation
By the intelligence of SmartComm Gateway,
will helpfully inspect the correction of data before
sending. This is to help you not to lose the
unreasonable expense from mistakes such as
“telephone number data” will be inspected for
correction, being hand phone numbers? or long
distance number, if receiver’s number is not correct,
the system will sort out those numbers.
Message Category
You can specify the type of the message
such as Promotion, Reminder, Birthday etc, which
increases the convenience in managing the
template and being so useful for issuing reports by
categorizing.

Template Message Design (Advance Edition only)
You can design messages needed to send,
you just create template, and then create conditions
and format aligned with your requirement.
SmartComm Gateway will facilitate SMS
sending for you automatically.

Defiffiine Schedule Time to Read Text File
The SmartComm Gateway can be specified the
time period to read the file in the specified folder
such as reading every 5 minutes. Moreover, the file
reading time can be set up such as to read the file
from 8.00 AM-05.00 PM Monday to Friday except
for Saturday and Sunday etc.
Logging & Report
There is the filing sent data system together
with the report display system which will simply
show you the history of use and adoptable clear
for improvement of using way for SmartComm
Gateway system in the future.

Flexible Text File Format
SmartComm Gateway effectively supports
many types of file format such as text file that uses
"," (comma) or tab between the data in the file etc.

Retry Sending SMS Automatically
In the case of disconnection problem with
SMS Server, sending of SMS was not achieved in
that time, the system would retry to send that file
every 5 minutes. The Retry would not make the
repeated sending of the file because there would be
Reference ID inspection every time. The program
can inspect the message file that it is the same as
the file that has been sent during the specified time
or not by inspecting from the size of the file and
the Hash Function of that file
Protect Duplication File
The SMS text can be previewed before sending
in order to prevent mistakes and the repeated
number of mobile and sending message would be
inspected and protected automatically by this
function.

Window Service Process
This program can work automatically after the
Start Windows without login of user.
Email/ SMS Report to System Admin
The system would send an email or SMS to
a receiver when there is a specified incident such as
On Error found that being wrong format of the file
or the delivery problem etc.
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